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About
WaterRower

W

idely regarded as the most
realistic simulator of on-water
rowing, WaterRower has been
dedicated to creating rowing
machines of exceptional quality and design for
over 30 years.
Offering a low impact, full body the workout,
the WaterRower is acclaimed not only for its
exercise benefits, but also as an outstanding
design innovation.
Hand-built in the USA; all timber used in the
manufacture of wooden WaterRower rowing
machines is sourced from sustainably managed
hardwood forests in the Appalachian Mountains.

Introducing
NOHrD
The WaterRower
is acclaimed
not only for its
exercise benefits,
but also as an
outstanding
design innovation

NOHrD is the brain child of Dominik
Kuprecht, the founder and Managing
Director of WaterRower Germany.
Named after the town of Nohrdhorn in
which WaterRower Germany is based,
Herr Kuprecht created the brand to meet
growing demand from WaterRower
customers for fitness equipment with the
same space saving, functional design as
their much-loved rowing machines.
All products in NOHrD range are
manufactured to exacting standard in
Germany. As with the WaterRower, all
timber used is sourced from sustainably
managed hardwood forests.

The unsung hero of
fitness equipment

I

ndoor rowing is the ideal exercise for anyone looking to improve
their overall health and fitness. In contrast to other cardiovascular
equipment, rowing is a total body workout. Each stroke uses
every large muscle group in the body (84% of total muscle mass)
calories
and build strength-endurance.
to burn
Indoor rowing is suitable for all ages and fitness levels. The beauty of
indoor rowing is that it's a non-impact exercise that can be done at
any effort level. Resistance is created by how hard the user rows
giving them total control over the intensity of their workout As rowing
is not a weight bearing exercise minimal strain is placed on joints or
the lower back.

%
84
Each stroke uses every large
muscle group in the body –
84% of total muscle mass.

Ergonomically designed
and handcrafted in
New England using
manufacturing techniques
refined over three
decades. As with all
WaterRowers, Original
Series rowing machines
feature the unique
WaterFlywheel, peerless
in its simulation of on the
water rowing.

WaterRower
Original Series

WaterRower Natural
Solid Ash wood frame
with honey oak stain and
finished in Danish oil.

WaterRower Club
Solid Ash wood frame
with black and rose stain
and finished in Danish oil.

Ash
Oak
Club

AT A GLANCE

Cherry

• Available in a range of
sustainably sourced
luxury hardwoods
• 5 year limited
commercial warranty
• S4 Performance Monitor
• Minimal footprint –
stores upright
• No mains power
required

N.B – Other types of wood
are available including Oak
and Beech, please contact
WaterRower for more details.

Find your fit.
WaterRower and
NOHrD products are
available in a range
of finishes including:

Walnut

WaterRower Oxbridge
Solid Cherry wood frame
finished in Danish oil.

WaterRower Classic
Solid American Black
Walnut wood frame
finished in Danish oil.

A1 Home
Solid Ash wood frame finished in
Danish oil. Aluminium monorail.

WaterRower
A1 Series
The entry level models in the WaterRower range, A1 series
machines were originally designed for indoor rowing
group exercise classes.
AT A GLANCE
• 3 year limited warranty
• Quick start LED performance tracking monitor
• Minimal footprint – stores upright
• No mains power required

A1 Studio
Compared to the A1 Home, the A1
Studio is finished in a honey oak
stained. 2 extra pairs of wheels on the
seat add the durability required in a
commercial gym setting.

M1 LoRise
Durable powder coated aluminium frame.

S1 LoRise
Brushed stainless steel frame

WaterRower
M1 Series

WaterRower
S1 Series

Styled to match more conventional fitness equipment,
WaterRower M1 series rowing machines have become
a mainstay of commercial fitness facilities across the
world.

Built from brushed stainless steel with stylish angular
curves, the WaterRower S1 has a sleek contemporary
look, a stunning machine to complement modern
interior decor.

AT A GLANCE
• 5 year limited commercial warranty
• S4 Performance Monitor
• Custom colour options available
• No mains power required
• Stores upright

M1 HiRise
Durable powder coated aluminium
frame, available in a range of custom
colours. Raised height rails, sits 200mm
higher off the ground than the M1 LoRise.

AT A GLANCE
• 5 year limited commercial warranty
• S4 Performance Monitor
• High grade stainless steel
• No mains power required
• Stores upright

S1 HiRIse
Brushed stainless steel frame. Raised
height rails, sits 200mm higher off
the ground than the S1 LoRise.

NOHrD
Sprintbok
Available in our full range of signature
hardwoods, the handsome aesthetic of
the Sprintbok is surpassed only by its
industry-leading functionality. Suitable
for everyone, from professional athlete
to recreational walker, the Sprintbok
is a manual curved treadmill that
encourages users to run in a more
ergonomic style.
The fantastic thing with a curved
treadmill is that it improves running
technique, promoting mid-foot or
front-foot striking. This is the natural
way of running coveted by the best
runners in the world as it is highly
efficient and reduces the likelihood of
injury. A manual curved treadmill also

provides a more effective workout.
A study in the Journal of Science
and Medicine in Sport reporting
that an average of 30% more energy
is expended running on a curved
treadmill when compared to the
conventional motorised version.
The Sprintbok is designed to give
runners the same level of natural
control felt when running outside.
Speed is determined by how fast
or slow users run, without any
mechanical limitations. A patented
flexion system cushions each step,
absorbing shocks and vibration to offer
further protection from injury and
keep noise to a minimum.

A curved treadmill
promotes midfoot or front-foot
striking. This is
the natural way of
running coveted by
the best runners in
the world.

NOHrD
Sprintbok
A commercial grade piece of equipment,
the Sprintbok has gone through rigorous
testing to ensure that it is more than
suitable for use in high traffic gyms.
Manufactured from the highest quality
sustainable materials available, all
moving parts have been greased for life
and require minimal maintenance.

30%
30% more energy is expended running on
a curved treadmill when compared to the
conventional motorised version.
JOURNAL OF SCIENCE AND MEDICINE IN SPORT

At a Glance
• Innovative manual, curved
treadmill
• Encourages ergonomic running
style – reducing the likelihood of
injury
• Burn 30% more calories than on
a conventional treadmill
• Available in a range sustainable
hardwood
• Full commercial warranty

Workout performance information
is displayed on a high definition
17-inch touch screen tablet, which is
also compatible with the full range
of apps found on the Google Play
Store; allowing users to analyse their
performance in minute detail or relax
and watch a favourite TV show.

Fusing state
of the art
technology
with a sleek,
minimal
aesthetic.

NOHrD
Bike
The newest product in the range. The Bike has been a
passion project for the NOHrD design team since its inception
in early 2015. Driven by a mission to create the world’s most
advanced indoor cycle, fusing state of the art technology with
a sleek, minimal aesthetic.
Featuring advanced planetary gear
technology using an eddy break
current, the NOHrD Bike pedal action
is smooth and precise. Resistance
is infinitely variable to suit different
fitness levels and desired workout
intensities.
Cyclists will appreciate the option of
being able to train in either an upright
or racing position. Seat and handlebar location can be adjusted to suit

users of different size and preference.
As with the WaterRower, the NOHrD
Bike has been designed to fit seamlessly into any interior environment.
Available in the full range of sustainable hardwoods, the NOHrD Bike has a
footprint of just 0.44 square meters.
Wear-free breaking technology,
solid wood, and steel frame ensure
durability; the NOHrD Bike is equally
suited for use in a commercial fitness
environment or home gym.

NO HARDWARE?
NO PROBLEM.
To maintain a minimal aesthetic and
ensure all performance monitoring
upgrades are future proof, the
NOHrD Bike does not have an inbuilt
performance monitor. Instead,
Bluetooth sensors on the bike
transmit workout data to the NOHrD
Bike App (available on iOS and
Android). Handheld devices are
held securely in the place by the
retractable holder during workouts.

EXERCISE AT YOUR DESK!
Attach the desk accessory and seat
back support to the NOHrD Bike to
create a workstation. Research links
sitting for long periods without significant movement to several health
concerns. These include obesity, high
blood pressure, and increased cholesterol levels. The desk attachment
provides an antidote to this, allowing
users to exercise as they work.

At a Glance
• State of the art indoor bike
• Available in a range of sustainable
hardwoods
• Minimal footprint – 0.44 m2
• Attach the desk adaptor accessory
and seat back support to exercise as
you work!

The
Eau-Me Board
The patented Eau-Me Board is a new-generation of balance
board. The innovative design incorporates a water-filled tank
that reacts against the user’s movement providing an extra
dimension to core stability training.
The Eau-Me Board serves to improve the effectiveness of training
exercises such as squats, sit-ups,
lunges, and push-ups. Performing
these exercises on the balance board
encourages the body to use its stabilising muscles to maintain balance
during each movement, thus increasing co-ordination and core strength.
Large muscle groups are also
challenged more significantly when
exercised on an unstable platform.
The Eau-Me Board is suitable for
anyone from elite athlete to complete
beginner. In conventional fitness
training the body’s core stabilising
muscles are seldom used adequately.
This can lead to discomfort and injury

as larger muscles groups are worked
disproportionately. Building strength
in core muscles provides a platform
that supports all other movements
and acts to prevent future injury.
Why water? When performing
exercises on the Eau-Me Board the
slightest unbalanced movements
causes water to shift inside the
polycarbonate tank. The flow of
water causing the board to become
unbalanced. It is down to the user
to stabilise the board, balancing their
weight to counteract the moving
water. In contrast to other balance
boards, this provides a more challenging workout that will build strength in
core and stabilising muscles.

A more
challenging
workout than
other balancing
boards

At a Glance
• New generation balance board
• Build core stability and strength
• Moving water adds an extra dimension
to balance training
• Available in a range of sustainable
hardwoods
• Handmade in Germany

The Slim
Beam’s stylish
look sets it
apart from
other weights
stack systems.

NOHrD
Slim Beam
Commercial grade weight stack with adjustable cable pulley.
The Slim Beam’s space saving design and stylish look sets it
apart from other weights stack systems.
The range of exercises possible with
the NoHRD Slim Beam allows user to
perform resistance training for every
muscle group. The workout manual
provided with the machine contains
exercises of all levels of intensity,
guaranteed meet your training needs.
The Slim Beam contains 15 x 5 kg rubberised weight plates, giving a total

resistance of 75 kg. Available with 3:1,
2:1 or 1:1 ratio cables, the fully adjustable butterfly allows for exercises at
different heights.
A range of accessories (sold separately) including a lat-pull adaptor,
and workout bench combine with the
Slim Beam to offer further workout
options

At a Glance
• Train the entire body with the
adjustable height dual cables
• Stylish and space saving – footprint
less than 0.5 m²
• Available in a range of wooden and
metal finishes
• Hand made in Germany

Fold the Tria
Trainer into three
different positions
to allow for a
range of exercises

At a Glance

NOHrD
Tria Trainer
The Tria Trainer is a multi-functional piece of fitness equipment.
Sleek and minimal in design, the trainer can be folded into three
different positions to allow for a range of exercises.
• In the closed position work-out
your abdominal and core muscles
•W
 ork your back muscles and
glutes on the semi-bench (unfold
on one side)
•A
 t full-extension, all well-known
bench workouts (with or without
free weights) can be done

The footrest can be adjusted in all three
bench positions to allow for a comfortable
and secure workout. The Tria Trainer is
available in a range of sustainably sourced
hard woods, and finished in high quality
artificial leather. When not in use for your
workout, the Tria Trainer can easily be
stored away, or even used as stool.

• Stylish multifunctional ab
/ workout bench
• Folds into three different
positions
• Available in a range of
hard woods
• Hand-made in Germany

Workout
with a stylish
and practical
alternative
to traditional
kettlebells.

NOHrD
Swing Weights
Each Swing Bell consists of a solid
wood handle attached to a handstitched artificial leather case. For
weight, each case contains tiny iron
pellets that support the dynamic
imbalance of your movement by
shifting within the case - delivering
extra stimulus for your joints,
muscles and connective tissue.

Available in two options:
• The Swing Board can be attached to
a wall to hold your weights
• The Swing Tower is free standing.
The top of the tower can store
exercise instruction cards or dock a
tablet/smartphone to help you with
your workouts.

At a Glance
• Alternative to the
traditional kettlebell
• Includes 4 pairs of Swing
Bells - 2, 4, 6, and 8 kg
• Available in a range of
hard woods
• Hand-made in Germany
• Available with either
Swing Tower, or Swing
Board to hold the weights

An update on
the gymnasium
classic, NOHrD
Wall Bars are an
exceptionally
versatile
training aid.

At a Glance
• Ideal for body weight
resistance training and
rehabilitation work
• Range of accessories
extend possible exercises
• Available in a range of
hard woods
• Hand-made in Germany

NOHrD
Wall Bars
An update on the gymnasium classic,
NOHrD Wall Bars are an exceptionally
versatile training aid. High-quality and
durable the curved silhouette of the Wall
Bars will l effortlessly blend into any
surroundings.
Strengthen you back and core muscles,
or use the different height rungs for
rehabilitation exercises. The Wall Bars
retractable arm can be pulled out to enable
pull-ups and other body weight exercises.

A range of accessories work with the
Wall Bars to expand possible exercise.
N.B Wall Bars must be attached to a
load bearing wall.
Multi-adapter
Hooks onto any bar to allow triceps dips
and other body weight exercises
Workout bench
Hook in the workout bench onto any bar

Replicating
the action
of winching
the sail on a
sailing boat.

NOHrD
Water Grinder
Replicating the action of winching
the sail on a sailing boat, the Water
Grinder offers cardiovascular workout
using just your upper body. Compact in
design, the Water Grinder uses water
for resistance which means that it is
low impact on joints and the back.
Ideal for rehabilitation, the Water
Grinder’s removable seat means that
the machine can be used sitting down,
standing up, or in a wheel chair.
The extendable arms on the grinder,
allow for increased or reduced leverage
during your workout.

At a Glance
• Water resistance arm bike
• Great rehabilitation tool
• Available in a range of
hard woods
• Hand-made in Germany

MyNOHrD

I

ncluded with the purchase of
all WaterRower and NOHrD
items is complimentary access
to the My-NOHrD virtual
training platform. Designed to
help users get the most out
of their WaterRower and NOHrD
fitness equipment, My-NOHrD is a
digital library containing over 300
exercise videos.
The platform has the option for
users to take advantage of predesigned workouts or combine

videos to create customised
workouts that can be tailored to
specific exercise goals.
My-NOHrD also has a premium
subscription option. For a
monthly fee users gain access to
their own virtual personal trainer.
Following a live video fitness
consultation, a bespoke training
and nutrition plan is provided.
For the duration of the program
the My-NOHrD coach remains on
hand to provide support and
monitor progress.

WaterRower UK/NOHrD UK
19 Acton Park Estate
The Vale
London
W3 7QE
www.waterrower.co.uk
info@waterrower.co.uk
020 8749 9090

